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T GEN JOl-IN D. RYAN, former Commander of S C's Second Air Force at Barksdale AFB, Louisiana, has been
assigned as The Inspector General, USAF. General Ryan
succeeds Lt Gen W. H . Blanchard.
West Point graduate, class of 1938, General Ryan earned
hi pilot's wings the following year. He was serving a Operations Officer, Second Air Force, when he was tran ferred to
the Mediterranean Theater of Operations early in World War
II to assume command of the Zd Bombardment Group (H ) .
General Ryan also served as Operations Officer, 5th Wing,
Fifteenth Air Force, before returning to the nited State in
1945.
A veteran AC commander, General Ryan bring a broad
variety of staff and command experience to his new job of
directing the Air Force's world-wide inspection, safety, and
security programs. In 25 years of active service he has commanded a bombardment group, a wing, two air division ,
and both the Second and Sixteenth Air Forces. Previous staff
assignments include a tour of duty at Bikini A toll during
the atomic weapon tests, an assignment as Operations Officer,
Eighth Air Force, and duty as Director of Materiel, SAC.
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Lieutenant General John D. Ryan
The Inspector Genera l, USAF

FALLOUT

Brigadier General Bertram C. Harri son
Deputy The Inspector General , USAF

...

Brigadier General Jay T. Robb ins
Director of Aerospace Safety

Colonel Charles L. Wimberly
Chief, Flight Safety Division

Colonel James F. Ri sher, Jr.
Chief, Ground Safety Division

Colonel George T. Buck
Chief, Missile Safety Division
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A UNIFIED VIEW
The author of the article " If You Fly
At Night " (March issue). whi le concentrating his e ffort s towards night VFR
low level flight, left out ce rtain items of
interest regarding night flying. It has
been accepted generally that nig ht adaptation should be accomplish ed prior to
night flying and that this takes about
30 minutes minimum under special lighting condiions (red light and/ or red
goggles or total darkness). Further, it
has been accepted as gospel that bright
white lights destroy night vision, hence,
white lights should be extinguished during night operations in outdoor a re as
within pilots' area of vision.
We feel that these items should be
added to the Operations Duty Officers
checklist for night flying operations:
• Outside white lights: Extinguished.
• Ve hicle headlamp s in the vicinity
of ai rcraft : Out, when driving, use
o nly the parking lights.
• Ha ng ar lights: Red, or if unable,
hangar doors closed during flight
ops.
• Operations area lights: Red.
In addition, use of landing and ta xi
lights should be only as absolutely ne ccessary. Indiscriminate use
destroys
nig ht vision . Any competent pilot ca n
take off, or land for th at matter, on
a run way with runway lights, without
using landing lights. If, however, flight
is being termina ted, landing lights may
be used if the pilot feels, from a safety
standpoint, they are necessary.
A last parting sho t: pilots should be
issued, and use, only flashlights wit h
red lenses. Too many use clear lenses
and destroy what little adaptation they
have accumu lated during the flight. We
use our own personal flashlight and attach it to our person so that we do not
have to fumble around the darkened
cockpit for it.
In this light ( ??) we reco mmend the
fi lm " How To Use Your Eyes At Night, "
number TFI-5386/ QD, which, though
basic in its approach, covers the subject wel l and lends support to our statemen ts.
Robert R. Va ugha n, Lt, USN
W. Biehl , Jr., L!Co l, USMC
( Flying Air Force aircraft and stationed at Sandia Base, administered by
the U. S. Army.)

Yonr comments in regard to
the presence of white lights in and
aronnd base operations are q11ite correct if t1ight v ision ·is to be effective.
H ozvever, with the e.rceptio n of
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Editor
Major Thomas J . Slaybaugh

ovenvater flights, we do not fe el that
night visim~ (off center or rod activation) is actually 1tscd or can be
used, in current operational aircraft .
T o 111aintain night v ision the level
of luminance 11111st be very low and
even ground tights from towns or
isolated dwellings w itt destroy tme
night vision. Y 0 11 wilt note that the
article referenced places emphasis on
visual acuity and pilot p1·ojiciency
and did not m entim1 night vision per
se. This ·was done delibemtely since,
as preo·iously stated, we do not feel
that night vision is utilized.
COMPLAC ENCY
The article "Complacency" in the April
issue must have been a last minute
space filler. Consequently, it probably
was not coordinated with the Cargo
Branch.
The C-47 flight manual, page 2-2,
states: "The air crew visual in spection
procedures outlined in this section are
predicated on the assumption that ma intenance personnel have completed all
the requirements of the Manual of Inspection Requ irements, TO 1C-47 A-6 .
Therefore, duplicate inspections and ope rational checks of systems by air cre wmembers have been eliminated, except
for certa in items required in the interest
of flying safety."
The C-47 checklist and flight manual
do not call for an inspection of the flap
a rea by the pilot. How can the au thor
tie this in with complacency and im plicate probable operator error?
Further, our C-47 experts feel th at a
correct appraisal of the emergency
ca ll ed for a no-flap landing .
Selection of this article for publicaticn
is definitely not up to the usua l high
sta ndards associated with Aerospa ce
Safety.
Ma j Michael Man dzak
APO 130 , New York, N.Y.

Yon're 1·ight abo11t the paragmph
in "Complacet~cy" that refers to the
imp ortattce of checking flap cont1·ol
conditio11s by the pilot. Actually, this
pamgraph was marked for deletion
but was inadvertently pr·i n ted. The
present Dash One lists two items
of exterior inspectiMt required by
the pilot: "Control Surface Locks
- Removed." and "Pitot Cevers R emoved."
Thanks for writing. The article
was pt~blished because complacency
is a contimting, major problem
partiwlarl::,• in the C-47 ai1·cmft.

Managing Edi tor
Robert W. Harri son

Feature Editor
Art Editor
David Baer
Amelia S. Askew
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For of all sad words of tongue or pen,
The saddest are these: "It might have been."
-Whittier

HUMP! The tires of the
fighter hit the runway at
200 knots, 500 feet down
the runway. Nose down immediately, drag chute out at 190 knots. To
this point things were going pretty
well for the pilot. It had been a bit
of a sweat since initial trouble had
begun a few minutes back at 35,000
feet.
The flight had been a short one,
the climb disconti nued when the
nozzles failed to close when the pilot had eased the throttle out of
afterburner. An attempt to relight
the burner failed, so the tower had
been notified of the difficulty and an
immediate landing requested.
Subsequent attempts to relight the
afterburner were fruitless, so the
pilot advised that he was droppingthe tanks in the mountains. He left
the throttle in AB to dump excess
fuel and continued toward the base.
descending at 300K and takeoff
flaps. Gradually he slowed the fighter to 275K, then to 240 when he
decided he had the field made. Over
the approach end of the runway he
low~recl the gear and shut clown the
engme.
At thi point it appeared that
things were in good order. Then the
drag chute failed. Heavy braking

W
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blew the left tire and the aircraft
started drifting to the left. At the
j tmction of a taxi strip and the end
of the runway the aircraft left the
pavement at 50-60K. Still things
looked good. Then that approach
light. It was a tall, sturdy structure
and it sheared off the left gear but
good, causing the aircraft to veer
further to the left for another 800
feet before the side load on the nose
gear caused it to fold and the aircraft came to a rest.
The crew abandoned the wreck
uninjured.
Now, another emergency, same
type of aircraft, ituation looking
good to a point. A similar result,
only greater damage.
Shortly after takeoff the pilot noted
that the N r 1 generator had gone off
the line. Resetting merely resulted
in an on and off situation . The next
indication was that both generators
had fai led, with the attendant problems of radio and instrument failures. Compounding the mess was
evidence of hydraulic malfunction.
Skipping a few details, we find
this pilot landing heavy on a 10,000
foot runway. touchdown between
200 and 210K. Drag chute was delayed until 185K, at which point it
departed the aircraft. Braking ap-

parently was normal, but seemed to
the pilot to be lacking because of the
weight and speed. He hesitated
using maximum braking for fear of
blowing one or more tires , but bore
clown on the binders as he approached the barrier.
Contact with the barrier was two
or three feet off center and engagement did not take place. The pilot
stopcocked and turned off the master fuel switch as the aircraft
plunged straight ahead off the overrun and into the dirt. Finally it
stopped 1200 feet from the end of
the overrun, sans gear. Along the
way, the aircraft struck a concrete
post adjacent to the ILS trailer with
the right leading edge flap. This
caused the aircraft to turn to the
right; the right tip tank 'h it the
trailer, ruptured and started a fire.
Fortunately, the pilot was uninjured .
The purpose of relating these two
mishap is not to discuss the merits
of either case insofar as pilot technique, skill, judgment and responsibility are concerned. We wish merely to use these cases as examples
of what can happen if all systems
aren't GO.
Tn the first instance, the pilot had
it hacked until the drag chute let
go. It still didn't look too bad, until
the tire blew. Even then, there was
a good chance, with the level
ground and relatively low speed, of
walking away from an intact bird.
That approach light, left over from
some tests years before, and still
in use pending reconstruction of the
runway and relocation of the lights,
was that proverbial final straw.
Both of these acci'dents remind
one of a boy crossing a pond on
stepping stones. He runs along,
from stone to stone, balancing as he
goes . But if there is one stone too
many, and there's a bit of moss or
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water on it, the foot slips and the
boy gets a bath whether he needs
it or not.
The pilot in the second case was
faced with a hand that held five
ace . Despite the question of whether he should have landed in a heavyweight condition, he was on the
ground in good shape. Then fate
took a hand. The drag chute failed;
no barrier engagement; the po t by
the ILS trailer. Catastrophe.
It's ironic that one safeg u ard
after another can fail, yet a major
accident might not en ue had not
some overlooked factor crept into
the act, in the above cases a light
standard and a post.
These two accidents illustrate that
we can't affo rd for systems to fail.
Drag chutes have proved too fa llible, in fact there have been 272 failures this year. Too often ba rrier
e n gagements are missed, even
though the aircraft may be o nly
slightly off center. Tires are pushed
to the limit by weight of the aircraft
and the hi o-h speeds to which they
are subjected which result in extremely high temperatures. Granted
that under heavy breaking a tire
might be expected to fai l, proper in flation, in spect ion a nd t i me ly
changes will prevent many tire
failures.
Then there is th e point di scus eel
in many articles in thi and other
safety publi cations-obstacles. After
apparently successfully surmounting
a se ri es of cri es, it is a heck of a
note for a pil ot to have his bird
torn out from under him by a post
sticking up out of the g round.
The fact that the post - or some
holes in the g round - might be
located 1000 feet from the r un way
i not worth arguing. A few months
ago an F- 100 blew a tire, left the
runway and traveled ome 500 feet
or more ac ro s bare g round to
another abandoned runway. Luck
alone prevented a serious accident
when the main gear struck a pi le of
rocks over a foot high. The rocks
had been accumulated on the old
runway as the result of runway and
taxiway cleaning. The respon ible
party undoubtedly thought they
were safely out of the way .
In essence this article is a pitch
to all flight and ground personnel
to not take anything for granted
when it comes to flight afety. Then
we won't hear those sad, sad words
during an accident investigation
"It might have been."

Lt Col Donald G. Williams, AFFTC, Edwards AFB . Calif.
recent major parachute accident has called attention to a hazardous procedure in open ing a parachute during a jump. The
parachutist in this incident pulled his ripcord and then kept his
right arm extended from his body. During parachute deployment, some
of the risers struck his arm and a major accident resulted . But read
the full story.

A

An experienced parachutist was making the si xth jump in a series
of 17 from a C-130 to qualify as an Experimental Parachutist. He used
a standard automatic seat parachute assembly with the automatic
parachute ripcord release (F-1B) set for a ten second free fall. He had
on inflight inspection and a final briefing by a qual ified lnflight Inspector
and Jumpmaster. The automatic parachute ripcord release was armed
by the Jumpmaster just prior to the parachutist's exit, the Jumpmoster
retaining the arming cable assembly. The parachutist exited in standard
airborne position . He was observed by the Jumpmoster to be in a
head down position, parachute pack up, facing the line of flight. After
approximately ten seconds, the pilot chute was observed to come out
of the pock and the canopy appeared to inflate fully without incident.
The parachutist said that at approximately ten seconds, he reached
for the ripcord, pulled it, and kept his right arm out to the side. He
did not know if he initiated parachute deployment by pulling the ripcord,
or if the automatic release functioned at the some time or immediately
before or after. He did not remember whether the canopy deployed
under his extended right arm (as was apparently the case), or between
his legs, to flip him over. He was aware of risers being twisted, which
indicated that he flipped through two groups of risers. He stated that
he hod no feeling in his right arm during descent. Fortunately, he managed to fall on his left side and received no further injury from contact
with the ground.
In this incident, the parachutist sustained a very bad multiple fracture
of the right upper arm and contusions of the nerves in this area. In
considering the factors leading up to this accident, post-flight checks
revealed that the automatic parachute ripcord release functioned properly, apparently just before or at the instan t the manual ripcord release
was pulled. It appears that the accident occurred because of the jumper's

body position and because he kept his right arm extended after pulling
the ripcord.
To prevent similar accidents in the future, all fliers who may have
to bail out should be advised that it is ve ry important to:
• Keep their arms against the ir bodies.
• Keep their feet together.
• Pull the ripcord (when necessary).
• Bring their arms bock immediately against their bodies until the
parachute blossoms.

*

*
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''You

better keep up with the
navigating; I've go t my
hands full flying this thing,"
the pilot called across the cockpit.
"Right!" .. thump .. the copilot
pulled two inches of slack out of his
seat belt and tried to hold hi s chart
steady. "Just keep your CDI centered," he said. "I've got the next
frequency in. We should pick it up
in a few minutes, soon as we get
aero s this last ridge of mountains."
He looked up from his chart, cupped his hands around his eyes and
leaned his head against the windshield. All he could see was the
sweeping red blur of the rotating
beacon as it was reflected by the
rain-soaked clouds.
"See anything?" the pilot asked,
rolling left aileron, then waiting until the little airplane in the attitude
indicator came level again.
"Nothing. Solid soup." He paused, riding out a couple bumps, then
added, "At least it's too warm to
be picking up ice." He held the
headset tightly against his ear .
"Hey, I've got a good signal on the
Omni now," he said. He looked at
his watch. "About one minute to go
to turn. The CDI is coming over."
"You take it awhile," the man in
the left seat directed. "I want to
take another look at this ILS plate."
"O.K., I got it."
The CDI on the copilot's ID 249
edged against the circle in the center of the instrument. He ea eel the
yoke left until he was averaging
slightly less than a needle width turn.
He let the plane bounce around,
watching the RMI card turn, unti l
160 moved almost to the top index.
He rolled out on this heading, roll ing in up-elevator trim to pick up
the 200 feet the aircraft had descended in the turn. The CDI was
centered. He looked at hi watch.
Seven minutes to go to the tation.
Ka-whump! The pilot glanced
up, checked his attitude indicator
and tried to see out the ide window. This had been the most severe
jolt yet. "Here," he handed the let
down plate to his copilot, "you better get familiar with this. I've got
it. What's the heading? . . . holy
moke! Bob, what's going on? Look
at your N r 2 needle! It's pointing
off to the left and behind us. Gim me your map." He reached over and
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Traps
pulled the chart from the copilot's
lap. "I'll tune mine in." He checkeel the frequency on the chart and
dialed it in his Omni, flicking the
toggle switch to check identification.
" .. -.. .--," he heard the signal as
"TO" flicked into the "TO-FROM"
window, the CDI centered and the
N r 2 needle swung up and stopped
under the top index. "Mine's O.K.,"
he said, looking across at the copilot. "What's wrong with the J r 2
needle on your set?"'
"I don't know." The copilot looked at the overhead panel and reported, "The instrument selector is
on the Omni - ILS position. The
VOR-ADF selector is in ADF position. Hold what you have and I'll
switch to VOR position ... It doesn't do any good."
"O.K., this is no time to experi ment. Put it back like it was. Both
our CDis are working and my Ir 2
needle seems to be pointing to the
tation. I'll fly the Omni. You see if
you can get the JLS, and set up the
outer marker on the ADF. See if
you can get a radar vector."
The copilot did as directed, then
looked over and said, "Wouldn't
you know," when Approach Control
reported radar off the air. He pushed his headset closer to his right ear
and said, "I've got positive identification on the JL : CDT seems to be
operating."
Descent clearance was received,
checklists started and the plane began to lo e altitude. Over the Omni

station, and cleared for an ILS approach, the pilot turned right until
he had centered the ADP needle under the top index of the RMI. "You
sure thi ADF is working ?" he
asked.
"It must be. I have positive identi fic.:'1tion, and from checking the
chart, this is the right heading from
the Omni station."
The pilot reached over and took
the chart. "You fly, I'm going to
double check. I don't like this crazy
instrument set up. ·w hen you hit the
outer marker start outbound."
"Roger."
Turbulence had decreased slightly with the slower airspeed being
Aown in descent. Still, it was bad
enotwh to cause the pilot to glance
at his panel frequently.
"High station outbound, leaving
5000," the copilot reported to Control as he made his turn over the
outer marker. "Approach," he added, "your glidescope working? I'm
not getting any indication."
"It's been operating normally, but
we will check it."
The pilot took the JLS plate,
glanced at the frequency and set it
in his Omni selector. He reached up
and turned on the localizer. "I've
got it," he aid, "and my glidelope eems to be working. It's moved to the top ... " He tugged at the
wheel. "I've got it."
At 800 feet, low station inbound,

...

the copi lot called, "I see lights; will
advise runway in sight."

cerned over the inherent safety
hazard.

"Roge r. "
"Runway in
over visually."

In the fictional account in the
beginning we only gave our two
pilots a little turbulence on a night
flight. Suppo e we threw in a littl e
engine trouble, or radio trouble could get sticky.

ight. You can take

"Roger, recheck the gear."
Landing was routine.
The fact that it was borders a lmost on the miraculous when the
chart accompanying this article is
considered. Unbelievable as it may
seem, this is a verbatim copy of the
legend that has been posted in the
cockpit of an Air Force aircraft. lt
has been posted there to help prevent pi lots from becoming conf used
on Omni, Tacan, and ADF settings
that are possible. (Actually, there i
one other, should either pilot switch
the UHF selector to the ADF po ition.)
And, friend, if you suspect this
may be an advanced model complete
with the latest in comm un ication
gear, you are wrong! Thi happens
to be one of seven T-29s on one Air
Fo rce base. No two of the aircraft
a re exactly alike. Some have Tacan,
some don't. In some the Tacan runs
off the Nr 2 alternator, in others
it doesn't. Only the one described
above had the ADF-VOR selector
switch and two othe1·, adjacently located, comm toggle witches neith er of which have any apparent
effect on equipment operation. The
accompanying chart, made up and
pasted in the cockpit of t hi s particular ai rcraft became pos ible only
through the trial and error efforts
of a flight examiner who was con-

This is not an isolated case. Tour
a few Goony Bi rd cockpits. Talk
to T -Bircl jod<s.
It appears a bit incongruous, in
these days of tandardization, when
each and every aircrew member i
to do each task in exactly the same
way, that our aircraft are anything
but standardized.
The cockpit design-human factor role in aircraft accidents is common lmowleclge. To cite another example, there have been everal gear
collapse cases in C-118s where the
flap and gear handle are identical
in appearance, adjacently located
and move in like direction s for
about the same distance. Inadvertent
gear retractions have been less frequent in aircraft where the flap
control is a flap shaped switch at
the rear of the pede tal and the
gear control is a wheel-shaped leve r
on the instrument panel.
T here is cause to uspect that the
pilot whose hand inadvertently was
a few inches off, and thereby actuated the wrong control, is a bit resentful when tagged with "pilot factor," especially when a trut microsw itch is supposed to prevent the
gear from retracting on the ground.
But these things have long been

known and written up in accident
prevention articles such as this time
and again. It's almost as if no one
cares. Tn fact, from the evidence,
this is a pretty fair assumption.
Why, then, another article on the
subject ? imply to refocus attention on the fact that if we can't
eliminate booby trap - and apparently we can't - then we must
learn to hand le them as safely as
possible. (Thi s may be one of the
reasons ai rcrew members get hazanl pay. ) Think about it. Study and
fio·ure out the system in the ai rplane you fly, ahead of time. If it
almost defies under tanding, do as
the FE did in this case, make up a
placard and paste it in the cockpit.
And remember thi , in the cases
of ersatz installations the guy who
acldecl a piece of additional equipment (in orde r for you to fly safer,
of course) wasn't a pi lot and had
no requirement to make any logical
arrangement. If it works, and aircrew members can reach it, he has
clone his job. The intricacy of settings neces ary to make it work is
limited only by the ingenuity of the
specialist who made th e in stallation
- and ome installations a re so
complicated that there is suspicion a
team of speciali sts was required.
vVhat can be done? Write up
such hazards; maybe modifications
can be made during IRAN. Paste
placards in the cockpits. Discuss
such subjects at a ircrew meetings.
And, above all, under tand the system in the airplane you are flyingwhen you're dead, the fact th at you
were booby-trapped wi ll be small
con olation to your next of kin.

*
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ITTERING is an American trait
in which we take no pride. It's
unsightly, and has provoked uch
stringent measures as fines for anyone caught in the act of littering.
Insofar as the Air Force is concerned, littering is more than unsightly - it's downright dangerous.
We've known this for a long time,
ever since one of the first aircraft
accidents ever investigated. The reason the OX-5 failed, which initiated
an emergency that ended in the accident, was a little old pork chop
bone. How it got tangled up in the
working parts in such a manner as
to cause the engine to fail was never
determined. How it ever got there
in the first place wasn't determined
either. Suffice to say, it wasn't supposed to be there, and it's not unreasonable to assume that this was
one of the first occasions for issuance of a reminder to keep aircraft
free from foreign objects of all
kinds.
Reminder , appeal , threats nothing has done the trick; partial
success, maybe, but cure, no!
Any military pilot who ever flew
an open cockpit aircraft learned on
his first slow roll that: you gotta
keep the goggles on if you are going
to keep dirt out of your eyes, you
gotta keep the seat belt cinched up
tight so your head doesn't tick
down below the windscreen, because
even little grains of sand really
smart when driven into unprotected

L
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areas of the face.
Later, as closed cockpits came
into style, if the pilot needed a pencil he had a pretty good chance of
obtaining one en route by rolling
inverted, waiting a moment, then
picking one out from the assortment
of junk that accumulated on the
canopy. He had a reasonably good
chance of picking up a cigarette this
way. Matches were almost a certainty and sometimes he might luck out
and even get a lighter.
Of course, like a lot of other
things associated with flying, there
was some risk; the pilot stood a
chance of getting an inverted uppercut. Of course, if the uppercut was
delivered by an old fatigue cap, the
ri k was small. But sometimes it
could be a wrench, a hammer, or
as can be assumed from earlier evidence, even the sharp point of a
pork chop bone.
Speculation leads to the conclusion that there is virtually no end to
the antiques that could be located
top ide should it be possible to fly
some of the older bomber and cargo
aircraft inverted fo1· a short time.
Who knows? Might pick up a pretty
good Lambretta scooter that way.
Farfetched? Not necessarily.
Take the ca e in which investigators
found the bones of two dogs and
a fox. That's right, at an aircraft
accident site in Tennessee. Using
some deductive reasoning they concluded that, if you were a hound

clog, it would have been a beautiful
morning for chasing a fox. That,
apparently, was what this pair of
dogs wa doing when the aircraft
crashed and burned on top of them.
But, possibly remembering the pork
chop bone incident, the board had
to check out the evidence.
Why are the pages of Aerospace
Safety magazine being used to again
belabor this subject if past efforts
have been to ~o little avail? Here's
why. Sometime prior to takeoff the
pilot of an F-102 dropped his flashlight. The rubber boot at the base
of the control stick well was not
secure and, as the pilot pulled back
on the stick to rotate for liftoff, the
flashlight fell or vibrated into this
opening. It lodged forward of the
control stick base preventing forward control column movement and
jamming the control stick in a near
full aft position. The aircraft rotated to a 70 to 90 degree nose up
attitude and climbed to approximately 150 feet. At this point the
pilot punched out at the wrong angle
for the rocket seat. He truck the
ground before the chute opened.
Because another fighter pilot was
lost and a century series fighter destroyed, you are reading another
article on the subject. This is in line
with one of the recommendations,
"That maximum publicity be given
the circumstances surrounding this
accident specifically emphasizing the
dangers of loose objects in the cock-

.

Litter: Things lying scattered
about; scattered rubbish; disorder or untidiness (not to be condoned in Air Force cockpits).
The rivets on the back of the bug
were found in a jet engine intake
after overhaul.
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The third flashlight from the to p was the
one that caused a fatal F-1 02 crash; the other
three were broken by investigators in confirming the cause.

pit and the limitations of the low
level escape system in tailed in the
F-102 aircraft."
Other recommendations stemming from this accident included:

That immediate action be taken to
provide positive retention of the
flight control stick boot to the retaining flange in a F j TF -102 aircraft.
That an immediate study be initiated to determine if this hazard
exists in other USAF aircraft.
That a flashlight storage compartment or holder be designed and installed in a safe, accessible position
in all USAF aircraft.
That the Dash One be revised to
delete optimistic and misleading inform at ion regarding zero level
escape capability, that more reliable egress system be procured and
that the parachute deployment feature be re-evaluated.
What would happen if an object
jammed behind the control stick?
Let's see.
In this case the pilot had been
experiencing difficulty keeping his
nasal passages clear during descent
and had been using an inhaler to
alleviate the problem. During a
GCA pattern he placed the inhaler
on top of the front cockpit instrument panel. At the point of touchdown the pilot elected to go around.
At this time he felt an object strike
his hand, then noted it fell to the
floor. Next he found that the stick
was impeded from aft travel. He
was in that in-between-tight wherein he could neither continue the goaround nor land on the remaining

runway. He did the natural thing,
leaned forward to remove the obstruction from behind the stick. The
natural thing happened (save for
this, the incident may never have
been reported) - the aircraft descended, just enough to scrape the
baggage pod along the runway for
80 feet. Damage was minimal;
neither the baggage pod nor the
runway needed repair prior to further use. Recommendations following this incident were, essentially :
pilots should pay attention to operating their ai rcraf t, and don't put
loose objects where they can move
about and possibly jam controls or
distract you.
And, tho u gh experience has
taught that a flashlight or an inhaler
can cause binding of the stick, the
foreign object need not be that
large. An F-84 jock, when he found
he couldn't move the stick aft of
neutral, used both hands, tugged,
shoved forward, then back and
found he had broken the jam. After
he landed, the culprit - an instrument screw, one-fourth inch long
with a one-eighth inch head -was
found under the stick.
Here's another. First, what happened, then all the steps in checking
the incident out ju t to show the
trouble, work and expense that can
result for a little foreign object.
The F-105 was being flown on
an acceptance check 1 rior to a high
SEPTEMBER 1963 • PAGE SEVEN
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flight mtsswn. In level flight at
22,000 feet, at a calibrated airspeed
of 340, both 450 gallon pylon tanks
and one 650 gallon centerline tank
j etti oned as the pilot was making a
right turn. No damage to the aircraft; comp let e destruction of the
tanks. After landing th e aircraft was
impounded and the following detailed inve tigation conducte I.
Step 1. A ll jettison circuits were
checked for stray voltage. Negative.
S tep 2. An operational check was
made on all jettison circuits. No
discrepancie .
Step 3. A test rig was install ed
in pylon and centerline jettison circuits, then AC and DC power appl ied. All y tems and switches that
were used during the actual flight
were activated. There was never any
indication of stray voltage on the
jetti on circui t.
S tep 4. A test rig was installed in
the pylon jettison circuit and all
connection and the relay box were
tapped. o tray voltage.
Step 5. The relay box was removed, the cover taken off, and the
relay box wa shaken over a clean
white cloth. A small piece of afety
wire, metal shavings and small
piece of solder droppings fell out.
tep 6. The relay box and components were replaced and all jettison circuits checked. o discrepanctes.
Step 7. The external tore jettion button cover wa removed. o
foreign objects or other discrepancie found.
tep 8. The cover on the circuit
breaker panel in the battery compartment was removed. No foreign
objects or other discrepancies noted .
Step 9. A test rig with flash
bulbs was installed in both inboard
pylon tations and the centerline
pylon jettison circuits. The aircraft
wa then flown on th e exact mission
profile it had been on when the mi hap occurred. After the aircraft
land ed the flash bulbs were checked
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and none were fired. When the jettison circuit was activated all bulbs
fired.
Step 10. The aircraft wa then
flown on the same mission with two
empty 450 tanks and one empty 650
gall? n centerline tank. No discrepanctes.
Step 11. Aircraft set up to fly
another mission, same profi le, with
full tanks, and, if no discrepancy,
to be released for acceptance flight.
A ll flights were over water.
The pri mary cause was not discovered, however inve tigators concluded that the most probable cause
had to be attributed to the foreign
objects fo und in the relay box causing a short circui t to momentarily
actuate the jettison relay.
. ~a rtier thi s year investigators
Siftmg through an aircraft' remains came acros a three cell GI
flashlight and a box-end wrench.
T hey concluded that these items had
no bearing on the accident, but did
feel obligated to comment that they
we:e indicative of a poor quality of
mamtenance.
Sometimes the evidence i suspected, but cannot be isolated. Following the unexplained crash of a
large transport during final approach, probers reported a po sible
area of control malfunction due to
jamming by foreign objects. They
requested that a fea ibility tudy be
made on in tailing a protective barrier in the forward cockpit area to
prevent objects from falling forward below the pilot and copilot
and into the control system.
Remember when the 781 had a
metal cover? After a few forms
had slid down into control cables
of T-Birds they took the metal
cover off.
An F-101 pilot fo und hi control
stick was binding. He declared an
emergency, de cribed the condition
and was able to make a successful
landing. After a little sear h a jar
of baby food, wa found down

among the control cables. Since the
report didn't elaborate, how it got
there wi ll have to be left to the
reader's imagination. One amateur
analyst suggested that, if fighter pilots must baby-sit, they shouldn't
wear their flying uits at the time.
RECOMME N DATI ONS

What can you ay. Basically the
cure for Ji tterbugging is good hou ekeeping: good housekeeping during
manufacture, during IRAN, during
periodic, during day to day maintenance and during operation. People who work on airplanes, or components in airplanes, have got to
catch all their scraps and deposit
them in a uitable waste container.
Aircraft cockpits do not fit thi s
category. Tools and other equipment
used in maintenance (a maintenance
stand wa di covered in an aircraft
fuel tank) must be accounted for
following each job. Pilots who are
unable to alway hang on to their
personal equipment might do well to
fasten it to their pe r on. Remember
the WWII cadet days' requirement
to wear the flashlight on a string
around your neck?
Litterbugging along highways i
one thing; it makes an un sightly
advertisement for America, subj ect
the individual to a fine if caught
and po es somewhat of a safety
problem to nocturnal pedestrians.
Litterbuaging in aircraft is much
more serious. We were tipped off
by a pork chop eater early in the
fabric-cove red biplane era. Because
not everyone who works around and
in aircraft heeds this le on, preventable aircraft accidents continue
to occur from thi s cause.

...

*

r
Correction
Despite every precaution e rrors
will creep in . Aerospace Safe ty had
one in the August issue, page 16.
Th e number of lives lost in private
motor vehicle acci dents for the first
five months of this year was 130,
not 312 as reported .

•

A pair of Trans-Maintenance t roops
presen t their view of a common problem in .. .

0""ll~

Ste>~Y-
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SSgt Neal E. Yehl and A1 C lloyd T. Waggoner,
APO 286, New York, N.Y.

E, as proud members of a
Transient Maintenance Section in the USAF, are beginning to think that we are becoming a necessary evil to our transient
crews. We have also become their
favorite scapegoat. For some time
we have been reading "Rex RecomJnends" and before that "Duncan
and Heinz" in Aerospace M aintenance Safety, but we have seldom
seen an article that gave any type
of praise to the Transient Aircraft
lt1aintenance Crews. The articles reflect how our crews are always giving the pilots and flight crews a
hard time. We, as members of one
of these so-called "goof off" sections, have decided that it is about
time we presented our side of the
story.
It seems that the favorite issue
of many pilots is the long time it
lakes Transient Alert to get their
aircraft ready to go. If the pilots
would try to find out exactly what
goes on after they leave their aircraft, they might not think that
T / A goofs off. There is always the
possibility that the POL truck is
busy somewhere else or that one of

W

the pecialists required is busy on
another transient aircraft.
A flight crew does not have as
many section to do business with
as T / A does. In addition to waiting
for the transient aircraft to arrive,
each of these ections has work to
do. Some of our jockeys think that
they are the only pilots in the Air
Force, and all we have to do is
wait 'til they arri ve before we work.
Well, we have news for them . This
Air Force ha a bigger inventory
than just one aircraft.
It must be n ice to arrive at a
station, jump out and holler over
your boulder, "Fix it." 'vVe arealways running into the guy who
thinks he should have been parked
in front of Base Operations. We
lead our hero in, and park him
where we are told to park him. The
first words we hear are, "Why did
you park me here? I wanted to
park in front of Ops." He may not
know or care that the spots in front
of Ops are reserved for VIPs and
are kept empty. Or, perhaps there's
a base directive that allows only certain aircraft to be parked in front
of Ops. First thing he says to his
buddies at the Officers's Club,
"They parked me out in the boondocks and the a rea in front of Ops
was empty."
We also have the guy who jumps

out of his bird and says, "I want
a quick turn-around, I'm leaving in
30 minutes." Did he look around
and see that the base is involved in
a big exercise? NO! He is not intere ted. Did he notice the ramp
full of aircraft wanting a quick
turn-around? Not on your life. To
top it all off, he hits t.J:e ~rov~rbial
ceiling when we tell hun 1t w!ll be
at least an hour before his plane
wi ll be ready. He doesn't realize the
T / A might be short-handed and
that four or five men are trying to
take care of a full ramp of aircraft.
This i n't hi s problem; he's in a
hurry and it shouldn't take that long
to service an airplane.
Then we get the type who a! o
wants a quick turn-around and will
be leaving in 30 minutes. When he
reaches Base Ops, he meets an old
buddy, decide to have a cup of
coffee and catch up on the news.
They get o engrossed that before
they know it, two hours have come
and gone. There are also plenty of
legal reason for not meeting your
ETD: weather, clearance trouble.
This we aren't complaining about.
But why can't we be told when
changes are made? Jnstead of giving us a call and telling us that they
won't be leaving when they said
they would, they leave us sitting in
the cold - wondering what happened to our flight crew. It's no
good to ask Base Ops about our
crew; as far as they know, "the
crew left an hour ago."
Ju t as bad as the late comer,
is the pilot who tells us that he won't
be leaving for at least three hours
and then changes hi s mind. Wh en
he gets to his plane 45 minutes
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later and it isn't ready, he asks in
a not too friendly tone, "Why?"
We remind him that he said he
wouldn't be leaving for at least
three hours, so we left his bird to
get one of our quick turn-around
aircraft ready to go. "Well, I
changed my mind," he says.
Worst yet is the pilot who gets
out of his bird and says that he is
going to RON, and he won't be
leaving before 1100 hour the next
day. So he leaves, and during the
night changes his mind. He gets to
Base Ops at 0730 and files out. He
goes to hi aircraft and finds out it
isn't ready yet. "\i\Thy ?" he asks.
We ask him why he didn't inform
us of his change in plans, and he
say he forgot. Meanwhile, he continues to raise the roof with our
upervisor because his plane isn't
ready.
There is also the guy who calls
us all kinds of names because we
weren't there to park him. He's
"never seen such a lousy T I A and
I'm going to inform your commander of your neglect of duty." We
tell him that we didn't know that
he was inbound, but he thinks that
i, merely an excuse.
No matter where you go, there
is always the following type: We
pick up our hero as he comes off
the active. vVe are allowed to exceed
the normal speed limit in order to
make it easier for aircraft taxi
which just seems to stimulate him
t~ greater speeds. We try to get
h11n to slow down by decreasing our
speed, .but first thing you know, he's
breathmg down our necks with
280,000 pounds of screaming aircraft. Sure, everyone says to make
hi1:n slow down. I have only one
th mg to say to this: It is pretty unnerving to look into the rear view
mirror when all you can see is the
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needle nose of a sleek fighter or
the huge main gear of a bomber.
You ask why we don't use our
STOP signs on the trucks to slow
him down. It wouldn't do any good,
he's too busy admiring the base.
Otherwise, I doubt that he would
be exceeding a safe speed in the
parking area. We get the impression
that some of our jockeys think they
are driving a race car and that the
taxiway is the back stretch of the
Indianapolis 500.
One of the biggest sore spots we
have in this operation is hand signals. It might be interesting to know
just how many of our jockeys know
the basic hand signals. We have to
know them, why don't they? We
have to take test after test in order
to be sure that we know the signals
that affect the type of aircraft we
work with. All this training is
wasted when we try to park a guy
who looks at you like you are some
kind of a nut when you stand in
front of him and try to park him
with hand signals. To top it off,
he gets out of his bird and asks,

"Why'd you keep movmg your
hands in the air?" It makes you
wonder sometimes. The regulation
that cover hand ignals isn't that
hard to find. Just look up AFR
60-15.
We get a pain now and then with
some of the discrepancies that are
written in the 781A.
One day a T-33 landed and the
pilot informed us that he had experienced fluctuating fuel pres ure.
vVe asked him at what altitude he

was flying and he replied "30,000
feet." We told him that the barometric bellows in the fuel control
were probably frozen and did not
compensate for the change in altitude. We checked, and his fuel control was covered with ice. He argued that something else was
wrong. We suggested that he let the
fuel control thaw out and then run
it up to check it out. The pilot persistently argued that he wanted a
new fuel control. We told him that
it wouldn't be necessary to change it.
The pilot remarked, "It sure i nice
when the ground crews tell us flight
crews how to fly a plane." After
I got permission to speak, I told
him "how nice it is when the flight
crews tell the ground crews how to
fix a plane." The other pilot agreed
with me. We realize that most pilots
take an interest in their aircraft,
but there are some who don't. Why
don't they stick to flying the aircraft
-for which they are trained- and
let us fix the machine?
Then we have another kind. We
get an inbound on a T -33 and at the
same time Base Ops informs us that
the pilot asked that T / A be informed that he will need a tire
change. He has a left main tire cut
to the cord. How can a pilot know
that he has a tire cut to the cord
unless he left his home station with
it? In that case, he never should
have left the ground with it.
One day, and before a pilot left
his plane, he wrote a discrepancy
in his 781A : He had experienced
a "hot start" at his home station.
We pulled an inspection and found
that we would have to replace eight
turbine blades. Was he trying to
prove that he was brave enough to
fly an aircraft that should have

been on a "Red Cross?" Or was the
maintenance at his home station so
bad that he thought he could get
better service at a transient base?
Maybe he didn't want to make the
crew chief mad by writing up the
hot start and refusing to take the
plane until the inspection had been
pulled.
Our pilots are always complaining about how the Transient Maintenance sections are never able to
fix their planes satisfactorily. If
they think that we perform such
lousy maintenance, why do so many
of them depart their home station
with maintenance problems, problems that, by the book, should have
ground ed the aircraft BEFORE it
left home?
Don't misunderstand us, all our
jockeys aren't this bad. But, our
Transient Maintenance Sections
aren't nearly as bad as some jockeys

make them sound, either. vVe have
met a lot of pilots who know the
rights and wrongs. vVhen something goes wrong, they don't jump
all over Transient Alert; they look
up the actual cause of the trouble.
They don't try to run you down
with 280,000 pounds of aircraft,
they know that there is a safe and
sane speed in the parking area. A
lot of them know the hand signals
like they know the back of their
hands. They will follow every move
we make. When you give them a
signal, they do it then - and not
when they think they should.
Gentlemen, we all have a job to
do - be it big or small. We all have
the same basic goal. We are here
in this service to protect our country
and our families. We have to work
together in order to achieve these
goals. Some of us are here because
we have to be, but the biggest part
of us are here because we want to
be. Whatever the case, we have to
work together. We are not begging
for sympathy; we are asking for a
little COOPERATION!

*

Transient Maintenance at an
Air Force base recently reported that a visiting pilot
wrote up the VHF NAY toggle
switch in the rear cockpit as
inoperative. When the Tj M
people started working on the
aircraft, they were jolted at
what they found. Here's a Jist
of discrepancies:
Left main gear actuator
leaking; right wheel bolts safety wired backwards; accumulator had zero pressure, diaphragm broken; cracked tail
pipe; rod end bearing on right
elevator push rod broken
(stock nr 3110 554 3380 bearing ball rod end); wires bare
in VHF NAY splice in rear
cockpit shorted to bonding;
VHF NAY monitor Jines
broken. There were three open
write ups on the 781 B; front
cockpit right aileron trim control difficult to operate; cockpit
lights in front cockpit will not
adjust to full bright; rotating
beacon will not rotate. The
aircraft had considerable corrosion damage. This in fact
necessitated the changing of
the pin in the left main gear
actuator.
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HERE'S a lot in print these
days about the stress and strain
under which the air traffic controller does his job. However, the job
can be accompli shed with a minimum of stre s if we could eliminate the unnecessary word and the
lengthy transmission that saturate
our system. While the controller
are feeding traffic to the runway in a
safe, o r lerly flow, they can achieve
greatest efficiency if the pilots
would anticipate control instructions
(to a degree), i.e., information to
previous aircraft, sequencing in pattern, field condition and other data.
And most important, if they would
return the queries and statements
rapid-fire, much like a ping-pong
match.
To stand off and watch, or listen
on frequency to a controller
smoothly handle a continuous flow
of traffic for as long as forty-five
minutes to an hour, with diversified
types and classe of aircraft, departing, arriving and remaining in

T
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local traffic, is an ed ucation in traffic
control and pi lot technique. The
cause for control agency saturation
soon becomes evident. P ilot can
improve th e efficiency of traffic flow
by im r r ov in g their microphone
techniques. A the traffic picture
develop , as the traffic stream increases, the pilot, too, hould reduce
hi transmis ion time, helping to
reduce the train and tension.
Picture four C- 130E transports
in closed traffic, touch-and-go, two
heavie for departure and three utility a ircraft in three directions from
the field, approaching to enter the
pattern; traffic is at a brisk pace,
control is positive and ure, in structions are brief and concise.
"Charleston Tower, Charleston
Tower, this is Air Force six seven
fou r two five, over."
"Air Fo r ce four two five,
ha rle ton Towet·, over."
"Aw, roger, Charleston , thi is
Air Force four two five, we're

about fifteen miles or so west of
your station, at two thousand feet,
vi s ua! flight rules, for fifteen
minute pa senger stop, reque ting
your duty runway and land in g instructions, over."
Couldn't thi tran mi sion be improved, reducing mike transmission
time?
vVhy not"Charleston Tower, Air Force
six seven four two five, over. "
And when answered "Air Force fo ur two five, fifteen
west, two thousand, VFR, landing."
The Air Traffic Procedures Man·ml expres ly defines verbi age for
each traffic control situation under
which a controller may operate. Control phraseology i standard and the
controllers do their be t to keep
abreast of standardized phraseology. But what of the pilot' mike
technique and phraseology? Very
little coverage i allotted in the
F light Information Manual and associated publications fo t· air-to-

•
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ground transmissions. And for situations not clearly defined, when
standard phraseology is not known
or does not apply, the general rule
is for the pilot to use plain language
to make himself understood.
Periodically, however, we are
faced with problems of control
when we are saturated with traffic,
the satu ration being caused by poor
mike technique, lost time in extraneous transmissions, long winded
speeches, interspersed with aw's,
roger's, this-is, over, etc. To eliminate this load on the system, the
pilot must not only plan ahead for
his approach, departure, or other
phase of flight, but also plan ahead
for each transmission. Give a little
extra thought to some simple, clear
cut phrases and they will soon become part of a smoothly polished
airman's vocabulary, free of hash
that brands one as a jabberjaw.
There was a time when the military pilot hardly talked to a civil
agency while in flight. He would
communicate with military towers,
and work only INSAC, ATCS or
MFS stations enroute, passing up
the centers entirely due to lack of
direct communications capability.
Now look at the picture in 1963. At
civil airports controlled by a federally operated control tower, well,
you know the rule - everybody,
practically everybody in the area, is
on the radio. Go IFR and you've
got a lot of radios on the frequency;
work a sector in a high density area
and you can hardly get in a word
edgewise. More and more pilots,
both military and civilian, are doing
more and more instrument flying.
Most air carriers, including MATS
are flying strictly IFR, and there
is a big increa e in executive flying
and general aviation light-twin and
single-engine stuff. Most of our
communicating is direct pilot-tocontroller and everyone is on the
frequency at one time. Due to this
increase in the single-channel simplex method of communicating, it is
becoming increasingly important for
p~lots to improve their mike techntque.
Initial transmissions are to
ground control or to the tower for
taxi instructions. Pilots sometimes
give their message of intent with
their first call and fail to get any
response. T hen they repeat the call,
again give their message and again
fai l to receive controller's instructions. It would save a lot of trouble

if we make sure that we're on proper frequency and capable of receiving before giving our message.
Even though most of our equipment today is crystal controlled,
eliminating the necesstty for hand
tuning the receiver, we may not
hear any transmissions because we
have, one, a dead receiver, or two,
the volume is improperly adj usted.
So if we can hear the tower, (or
ground control), then we're ready to
give our message of intentions.
However, if nothing is heard when
we are ready to transmit, then give
a preliminary call only, let the tower
answer you, then give your message. We haven't blocked the frequency with wasted transmissions.
Since we can hear the controller,
we eliminate the preliminary call;
if we don't hear the controller,
either we don't have a working receiver or business is light. The following illustrate :
"Charleston ground, MATS
33279."
Had we been sure of adequate reception from the facility,
"Charleston ground, MATS
33279, taxi instructions to Dover."
And there's one type of pilot
th<l!t usually says
" . . . request taxi, time and altimeter."
Stay on ground control until
either advised to go to clearance
delivery frequency or until ready
for takeoff. Could be that ground
control wishes to query you about
orne additional information requested from Base Ops, or wishes
to have you retard power to allow
passage of other aircraft behind
you, or desires to have you change
your longitudinal direction to prevent prop wash blowing across the
active. So stay with ground until
ready to go, then switch to tower.
control is not always kept up to date
It is not necessary to advise ground
of_ t~is, so you can save one transmtsswn.
When ready to go, first face the
runway with your aircraft, then
state that you're ready. If they have
room for immediate departure, you
may not have time to get into position and roll if you've got more
than a single ninety-degree turn to
make to get on the runway. Simply
state, "MATS 279 ready on onefive." Specify the runway, always;
this is sometimes vital. Could be
that tower has traffic holding short
of two or more runways. Local

of your specific location by the
ground controller. So to prevent a
lo s of time while the local controller queries your position, give
the runway with your call.
L et's go back a little . . . when
to acknowledge instructions. To put
it simply, when the controller can
immediately and readily see that
you are complying, no acknowledgment is necessary. But when you
are coming up to a runway enroute
to your run-up position, or heading
back to the ramp and you are instructed to hold short, acknowledge;
that controller is going to hold his
breath until you trundle up to the
solid yellow line and s-t-o-p. Or
if cleared to move into position and
hold, acknowledge - "Position and
hold," don't just say "Roger,"
'cause again he's going to eyeball
you extra carefully (he may have
lots of other traffic to look after)
while you maneuver the monster out
of run-up area, onto the runway,
line up and reset brakes.
When airborne and planning to go
to the practice area, no need to give
the tower your mission profile. Just
make the normal traffic pattern exit
but stay on their frequency until
departed from the area, or until
they have given you specific permission; "frequency change approved." Eliminate "Air Force
three-six-two is leaving your area
for a little while and we'll be calling
you again to shoot a few landings
after we do some air work." If you
want to work departure radar while
still in the traffic area, request
change to departure control.
When departing on instruments,
wait for a frequency assignment
after becoming airborne (unless flying jet equipment); no need to
query the controller as to what frequency or when to switch. Though
most pilots will ask for a departure
frequency before making the big
leap, you should have received this
d<;tta in preflight briefing or plannmg.
While enroute, phraseology is
pretty well standardized, but pilots
will still make too many lengthy
transmissions even though most
reasons for communicating are for
the position report. Unless the geographical reporting point consists of
more than one word, we can still
make most position reports to the
center with but nine words, so why
all the chatter?

*

TSgt Gordon S. Hall, Charleston AFB, S. C.
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OOPS, WRONG SWITCH -The pilot of this
B-57 knew his cockpit well but derned if he didn't
actuate the wrong switch! Both tiptanks made the
prettiest, but inadvertent, separation from the aircraft
you ever did see.

His explanation was that he was busy investigating
rudder power effect at low altitude-low airspeed and
then reached for the rudder power ON-OFF switch.
The tiptank jettison switch is not only identical to that
for the rudder power ON-OFF, it is located only
five inches away. So ... it got actuated, inadvertently,
of course. And away they went- both tiptanks.
It's a good idea to take another good look, no
matter how well you think you know the cockpit of
your aircraft.

•

his hand on the pin instead of grabbing the streamer
flag. But anyway he yanked on the streamer not knowing it was wrapped around the canopy jettison T-handle
and sure enough the canopy blew just as it's supposed
to do. Nobody was hurt this time and the canopy
missed the rest of the T-Bird. How many times have
you grabbed the streamer instead of the pin itself ?
Rex used to once in a while but he has quit real quick.
Second boo-boo - this one is about an inexperienced personal equipment specialist. The T-33 was
scheduled for a test flight but the weather clobbered,
so the test pilot cancelled out for the day but left his
parachute in the airplane intending to fly the test hop
the next morning. The personal equipment folks found
that the pilot chute was due for a 10-day inspection
so an airman was told to go to the aircraft and have
at it. When he arrived the canopy was closed but he
noticed the canopy opening instructions stenciled on
the side. He hopped up on the wing, pressed a button
and a door opened exposing a cable. The next direction
said "Pull" and pull he did - nothing happened. A
second tug produced the inevitable (but unexpected to
the lad) - the canopy smartly departed the T-33. In
this instance the canopy hit the airplane inflicting dents,
tears, etc. The airman's supervisors were well qualified
around T-Birds and evidently thought the airman was
too, since they gave him no briefing or instruction.
The unit reporting this incident has everybody briefed
now so it just can't happen again, can it?

•
T -33 BLOWN CANOPIES. Two blown canopies
make it worthwhile to relate the stories to you because
either event could easily happen again.
First one - as the IP and student were running
the checklist before taxiing, the student retracted the
pip-pin and arm rest initiator pin. It's too bad that
he didn't follow the approved procedure of putting
PAGE FOURTEEN • AEROSPACE SAFETY

WILL WE EVER, EVER LEARN. This is not
a new story but before Rex retires he sure would like
to see just one year go by without an "unintentional"
wheels up landing. The investigator in this one tells

\

•

r

~.

it very nicely, so except for hiding the unit, location,
names, etc., Rex will quote. "Aircraft (T-33) departed
1455 MST. Copilot flew first hour performing instrument approaches. The pilot then made two simulated
flameouts, low approaches. Normal traffic was entered
for touch and go landings. Aircraft was N r 3 on the
pattern during first approach. The break was delayed
for spacing. The pilot then silenced the gear warning
horn since he would have to wait to extend his gear.
The preceding aircraft was making a minimum run
landing so the pilot elected to make the same type
landing to maintain spacing. The tower was notified
of this and the pilot states he feels sure he reported
gear down (tower tape shows he repeated gear down
on two occasions). Also tower was unable to check
gear clue to aircraft landing out of the sun. At this
time the pilot states he was not aware gear was not
extended. He recalls checking Selsyn indicator, but
the 'up' indication did not register with him. His
attention was on an aircraft preceding him on final
approach (3000- 4000 feet ahead). The tower then
cleared N r 3 to land. The pilot attributed the floating
action to the jet wash. Also he stated his airspeed
on final approach was quite manageable. When the
aircraft made contact with the runway, full throttle
was applied and the speed boards retracted. (The
flaps were left in the down position.) When it became
evident the aircraft would not become airborne, the
throttle was stopcocked. The aircraft came to rest
3500 feet from the approach end, and in the center
of the runway. The copilot stated that he did not
notice the 'up' indication or that the horn was not
blowing. Aircraft damage: pitot tube bent, both speed
boards scraped, both wing flaps scraped, forward belly
section scraped; estimated manhours for repair - 70
manhours.
"Action taken: Flight operations has directed that
the landing gear horn will not be deactivated in landing patterns. Directive has been posted in PIF."

HERE'S ANOTHER WAY. After the landing,
the pilot in the front seat of a T-33 retracted the speedboard and evidently intended to raise the wing flaps
in a smartly executed Dash One approved manner.
Instead he grabbed the gear handle and brought it
out of the clown and locked position and sure enough
the nosegear unlocked, the horn blew and so on. Our
stalwart quickly (but not quickly enough) realized his
error and socked the handle to the down position almost
in time to prevent a bent T-Bird. Just wonder why
the big panic to clean up an airplane on a nice long
runway. Because this has happened more than once
recently, the next time you grab something in the
cockpit in an automatic reaction, stop to THINK,
is this the cleally that I really want or is it something
that will embarrass the hell out of me.

~

"
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SHADES OF YESTERYEAR. Rex recently
"guessed" that since no word about buzzing and other
unauthorized flight maneuvers appeared in the magazine
since it was called Flying Safety, these things didn't
happen anymore. He guessed wrong. One young
student just about put an end to his flying career when
he proceeded to entertain his girl friend who lives near
his base. He attempted a clover leaf type of maneuver
and didn't have sufficient altitude for recovery.
While waiting and hoping for this student pilot's
personal recovery, we'll have to point out that there
has to be a safer way of entertaining lady friends.

AND /HEN THE
SAL ESMAN SAIP...
HELLO... GIVE M£
CCN'rli?AL.'

YAKITY, YAKITY, YAKITY. For quite a
while now Rex hasn't preached on a favorite subject
"Unnecessary Radio Chatter." But the other day,
flying around the flag pole, I was almost ashamed to
preface my call sign with "Air Force." Reason:
About 10 other flag pole flyers were keeping up such
constant, irritating, long-winded meaningless statements and conversations with towers, centers, GCAs
that Rex wanted to be disassociated with such garbage.
There is probably no other single shortcoming that
advertises lack of professionalism of the Air Force
pilot than his non-standard and over-verbose phraseology on the radio. Maybe he has been exposed to
too much overwritten mi litary correspondence and has
forgotten the art of plain talk. I suspect that our
greatest offenders are the old dogs who refuse to be
taught new tricks. If you are in this two decades plus
group, run this little check on yourself. The next time
you fly with a lieutenant, listen to how he makes his
radio calls. If you notice a difference, YOU are most
likely the offender.
The only one IMpressed by a unique radio style
is you - all others who have to put up with it are
DEpressed.

*

I
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The loss of a $600,000 aircraft is not a cause for rejoicing. Here's one in which
part of the loss may be
recouped if all pilots will,
read, remember and apply.

AST SPRING A C- 119 became
a total loss and two of its passengers were injured when it
crashed on landing at a municipal
airport. This accident was one of
those cases where the pilot thought
he had it made only to have the
bottom drop out (literally) at the
last moment before landing.
The flight had been routine, in
VFR weather, and the aircraft
arrived at the municipal field to
drop off some passengers. Everything appeared to be normal as the
aircraft turned on final approach
for the landing. Visibility was
good and the wind, 2SK gusting to
40, was almost clown the runway.
The pilot had computed an approach
speed of 108K and testified that the
·indicated airspeed fluctuated between 110 and 120 in moderate turbulence on final. Ju t after the aircraft flared it suddenly seemed to
settle and the gear and belly plowed
through a slight rise at the top of
a gully right off the end of the
runway.
The initial impact was so slight
the pilot thought he had a normal
landing and he pulled back on the
yoke to keep the nosewheel off.
The loud scraping noise and a veer

L

HEED
THE
-w-IND
to the right convinced him that
something was wrong and he applied left rudder, cut the mixtures,
put the nosewheel on the ground
and attempted nosewheel steering
all to no avail. The aircraft slid
some 1200 feet and ended about SO
feet off to the right of the runway.
In addition to the main landing
gear, the aft section of the cargo
compartment floor and the clamshell
doors were torn off and the loadmaster, seated in the last seat on
the right hand side of the fuselage,
was thrown out of the aircraft when
the floor went. He received various
cuts, bruises and a concussion, Another passenger received mino1· injuries but the other nine persons
aboard escaped injury.
Investigators determined the
primary cause to be pilot factor for
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the following reasons : U nder the
ex·isting conditions, touchdown point
was too close to the end of the runway, approach angle was too shal low, and airspeed was to low.
Contributing were the gusty wind
and a downdraft causing a sink
factor immediately off the approach
end of the runway. High carbon
monoxide content of the pilot's
blood was considered to be a poss•ible related factor.
The terrain at this airport is
peculiar and, with the existing wind
condition at the time, an unusual
situation was created. The ground
on final approach slopes downward
from a hill off the end of the runway to a gully about 25 feet below
the landing surface immediately
short of the runway. There is no
overrun and from the runway to the
dropoff into the gully there is a
slight rise and hump at the crown
of the dropoff. This was what the
gear and bottom of the fuselage
struck ini~ially.
The downhill slope of the ground
on the approach apparently causes
some problems and may deceive a
pilot into thinking he is higher
than is the actual case. The big
problem on this day, however, was

t

C-119 struck top of gully with results as
shown here. Loadmaster, who went out of
the aircraft when floor ripped out, was wear·
ing these boots. Luckily he was not wearing
oxfords.

,...

the wind and turbulence. As the
wind pa es over the crown of the
hill on which the runway is located
it has a tendency to follow the terrain and dip downward ·into the
gully. This would create a downdraft as well as a churning effect
that would produce a rotating kind
of turbulence right off the end of
the runway. This would not be a
ser ious problem if there were an
overrun or if a portion of the runway were terilized, e.g., no landing
permitted in the first 500 feet. Thi
is not the ca e, however. The runway is 5000 feet long an l ends
abruptly only a few feet from the
dropoff into the gully.
While the pilot had computed Vs
plus 30 to be 108K, and both he
and the copilot testified that indicated a:ir peed was 110-lZOI , wind
hear produced by the gu ty conditions and the descending air at
the gully just hort of the runway
could have, and apparently did,
result in a sinking effect that ca used
the aircraft to de cend into the
ground . Unfortunately this occurred
at the worst possible point and reulted in impact of the gear and aft
compartment about three and onehalf feet below runway level. The

condition would have been aggravated, of cour e, by a shallow approach. An A G pilot, flying regularly out of this fi eld, said that when
using this runway he always makes
a higher and st eper than normal
app roach.
Abnormal wind conditi ons have
caused many an Air Force accident,
therefore it would behoove pilots
to occasionally refresh themselves
on this ubject. The problem of
winclshear were discussed at length
in an article, "Seeing the Shear," in
the April 1962 AEROSPACE
SAFETY. The following is a quotation from the section on Mechanical Shear." ... Downdrafts, particularly when encountered just short
of the runway thre hold , require
immediate counteraction on the part
of the pilot. Turbulence may or
may not be as ociated with mechanical shear.
dvance planning will
minimize the surpri se factor and
promote more rapid and positive
counteraction techniques."
In thi case, due to terrain and
the location of the runway in respect
to the downslope, the pilot wa undoubtedly unabl e to make any correction in time to avert the accident.
But the Ia t sentence in the para-

graph above has particular meaning.
Advance planning, a Ia the ANG
pilot, resulting in a teeper approach
and possibly a bit more airspeed
probably would have brought about
a safe landing, particularly in view
of the fact that the pilot testified
that the runway length was far
more than sufficient and stopp ing
was no problem.
In connection with a refresher
for pilots, a persual of APM 105-5,
Weather for Aircrew Trainees,
would be valuable. It has been suggested also that Dash Ones be revised to include information on
the subject of windshear during the
landing phase, particularly during
gusty, turbulent condition .
Another safety factor related to
this accident involve personal protection through the use of proper
equipment. The loadmaster's feet
scraped along the ground for quite
a distance. A look at the boots he
was wearing, in the accompanying
photo, will rapidly convince one of
the value of their use. Had he been
wearing oxfords the condition of
hi s left ankle would not be hard to
imagine.

*
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propose to take this opportunity to offer a few
remarks on our concept of Aerospace Safety,
how it has changed in the past and how it may
change in the future.
Let me preface my remarks on the
USAF Aerospace Safety effort with thi observation.
It seems to me that the nation itself is becoming more
safety minded. For example, I have noted a significant
increase in the number of article published in magazines and Sunday supplements which have a strong
safety theme. In addition, the country seems to show
an increasing awareness of the work of the National
Safety Council. Another symptom of this national
awareness can be noted in the sale of seat belts for cars.
Consider how our manned space shots unify the
people in a nationwide concern for the safe return of
our astronauts. For the first time the safety precautions
which are a vital part of each space launch are subjects
of national interest and conversation. You in industry
have hared this safety emphasis.
It logically follows that the functions and responsibilities of my organization must keep pace with this
increased national awareness of afety as a way of
life. In fact we are immodest enough to think that
the USAF by contacts with industry and the community has contributed toward a better understanding
of the need for safety in whatever we do.
Not only has safety increased in importance within
the nation and the USAF but the scope of our Aerospace Safety efforts has also been enlarged. In short
we have recognized that there are more things to be
safe about today than there were yesterday.
In the context of an increasing national appreciation
for safety let's take a look back in time to see what
conclusions can be reached concerning the role of Aerospace Safety from a historical viewpoint.
During the period after World War II you will
remember that we became concerned with upersonic
flight on an operational basis. The advent of the jet
engine brought this about and created the need for
increased pilot proficiency as well as the need for more
efficient structural and aerodynamic design of high performance aircraft. The safety efforts at that time consisted of establishing a basic level of safety through
design using proven techniques, and then flight testing
the system to iron out those fringe areas where our
technical know-how was to some extent lacking. We
used the man as a performance evaluator as well as

our emergency back-out computer. Here the USAFIndustry safety team worked hand-in-hand and the
results were gratifying. Many times our test pilots
brought back a limping bird which otherwise would
have been lost. This permitted engineering changes
which resulted in better systems. And so, it was
largely a matter of fly-fix-fly until many of our engineering problem were solved and our operation became safer.
\iVhen the system went to the operating command,
the fly-fix-fly procedure went along with it. As the
using command flew sortie after sortie, we found that
engineering changes were till necessary to remove
safety hazards uncovered by the concentrated use of
the system day in and day out. Again, it was a combined USAF-Industry effort.
his then is a brief historical treatment of
the role of Aerospace Safety. It included
ground and air accident prevention programs, traffic safety, and explosive safety.
We worked hard to improve the record and
we were successful. But even as we did this, new safety
problems were just over the horizon. As time went
by, we saw our inventory changing to include air-to-air,
air-to-surface, and surface-to-surface missiles. These
changes in inventory necessitated corresponding changes
in our concepts.
Consequently, with this technological evolution in
the makeup of our military forces came the need to
expand the role of safety in order to keep pace with
the requirements and peculiarities of our new weapon
systems.
\iVe were in a position not unlike that of the father
with two children who suddenly finds that he is about
to have another. We could not neglect our existing
responsibilities simply because our family was enlarging.
vVe, both industry and the Air Force, had to step up
our activities to include new and larger responsibilities
which accompanied the diversified weapon inventory.
In short, we had to change the role of Aerospace Safety
to cover a broader spectrum created by missile and
space programs.
But imply recognizing the need to expand our
safety efforts was not enough. We had to recognize
that the nature and scope of safety problems would
increase as well.

T
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ur missile and space programs brought to
light many new problems which we had
not had to face before. For example, we
had become accustomed to looking at the
number of accidents per 100,000 flying
hours as an index of our afety effectiveness.
With missiles, we had to change this approach to
account for the fact that the birds did not fly missions
and could not accumulate flying hours. We had to
realize that a green light on the status board represented
something quite different than it had in the past.
So, the time proven method of fly-fix-fly which
worked so well with our aircraft had to undergo a
change to acknowledge that with few exceptions, most
actual missile launches a re accomplished prior to operational turnkey and we don't have recoverable birds.
Incidentally, the using commands should be commended
for their programs in which selected crews launch live
missiles from the Atlantic Missile Range and the Pacific
Missile Range. It is unfortunate that the economics involved do not permit more of thi s activity since practice
launches invariably add to our operational knowledge
and related safety procedures.
But by-and-large, today our missiles in operational
silos are in a quiescent state. The bird sits in the hole
with our people lavishing tender loving care on it.
But since we don't fly the system day after day, our
operational safety activities must be focused on exercising subsystems and performing maintenance and
operational checks. Out of these activities we must be
constantly alert to find safer ways of doing things, to
make fixes where required and to try to anticipate the
needs of the future.
From this it can be seen that the role of Aerospace
Safety has changed markedly with the advent of missiles. But regrettably one thing hasn't changed. We still
lose lives, property, and combat capability through
accidents and mishaps.
When they occur, we subject each one to an exhaustive investigation in the hope that we can arrive
at corrective measures which will avoid a recurrence.
Some may feel that this is the best way to obtain safe
reliable ystems but I do not agree. If I have to rely
on the re ults of an accident to uncover deficiencies and
to prevent future accident , I am behind the power
curve and am not doing my job as effectively as I
would like to do it.

0
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This point also emphasizes the changi ng role of
Aero pace Safety. The single fact of the matter is this:
Pt·eventing the next accid ent will require more diligence
than we have expended in the past. Thi s mean. that
we have to sea rch constantly for new ways to prevent
mishaps since most of the ba ic accident prevention
techniques a re not new and have been used by our
predecessors.
And so the handwriting is on the wall. In what is
close to a geometrical progression, each new technological breakthrough brings with it new safety problems. Just as ·the jet engine created new safety problems, so will (nuclear) propulsion. LASERs, high
energy fuels, and space command satellites, challenge
both you in industry and we in the Air Force safety
business. The time may not be too far distant when
we will see a space vehicle take off, go into orbit,
accomplish its mi ssion and return to home base. The
clay will also come when strategic and tactical satellites
will be land launched and recovered. In the process,
the manifold safety problems inherent in uch complex
operations will tax our capabilities and ingenuity. The
role of Aerospace Safety is a dynam ic one.

ut let's get back to earth: We have our
safety problems today and we need to discuss them. It is not my intent to amplify
these problems out of logical proportions
My purpose is to impress you with the fact
that our task of preventing accidents today is signifi cantly more challengino- and more demanding than it
has been in the past. I sincerely believe afety engineering is one way to meet this challenge.
It is clear that safety engineering must be adopted
as a way of life - for top management, engineer , and
designers. As products become more complex the need
for early recognition of safety engineering becomes
increasingly important.
Finally, the idea behind safety engineering, stated
as simply as I can state it, is thi s: A "what if" attitude
on the part of the desio-ner can prevent more accident
than 30 ECPs made farther down the road.

B
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COMMO SAFETY SE E. All of us are endowed with a certain amount of common or ordinary
ense which we fortify throughout our lives by our
own experiences and the experience of others. Causeand-effect events enable u to know right from wrong
and good from bad. A review of missile accidents
and incidents where personnel or supervisory error was
involved reveals that many were the result of failure
to u e this common sen e !
There a re AF regulations, manuals, and technical
orders which tell us the right way to do a job. Common
sen e tell us that any deviation from published proced ure is the wrong way and that deviations beget
mi haps. During a recent propellant loading exercise
at a ballistic missile site, an automatic abort occurred.
The inve tigation of the abort revealed that the helium
pre surization line was torn from the missile and the
main readiness power circuit breaker had "popped."
In an effort to expedite the off-loading of the LOX,
the quadran commander authori zed per onnel to proceed with the trouble shooting without written technical
data. Thi wa in direct violation of command policy.
As a result, approximately 12,000 gallons of LOX were
clumped into the bottom of the silo and the first stage
LOX tank ustained damage. Where was common
en e here?
A nother incident occurred while a TCTO was being
performed on the standby battery cabin et terminals. A
contributing cause was that the electrician's tool slipped
off a hex nut and grounded a 28-volt DC current into
the facility common ground. Thi , in turn, caused ome
of the ordnance on the missile to fire and resulted in
damage to both the mi ile and the facility. The tool
the electri cian was u ing to lao en the hex nut was
not a box end wrench or anythin g imilar; he was
using a cable stripper! Here again, the ai rman did
not use common sense, for it we don't have the proper
tool for the job, it seem logical to stop work and get
the proper tool.
These are only two incidents of many that illu trate
the point. Regardless of age, education, or AFSC, each
of u has the re ponsibility to u e our God-given intelligence, including our common ense, and thereby save
the Air Force money, time, and grief.
Capt Frederick C. Freeman, Jr., Directorate of Missile Safety

..

FALCO . GAR damages continues to occur frequently, primarily from personnel error. The incident
to follow is merely a repetition of previous similar
mishaps. Damage to the mis ile was not discovered
until inspection after the missile had been returned
to storage. Then it was discovered that the bird had
a gouge five inches long ending in a good-size hole
in the top of the fuselage to the rear of the aft launcher
hooks. Sure enough, examination of the ai rcraft revealed
a crew protruding from the Nr 3 rail. The crew was
bent to the rear and the head was everely damaged,
This crew was one of three securing the rebound
spring anchor block to the rail housing. Compound
had not been u eel to ecure the crew.

lt was theorized that the crew head may not have
protruded very far until the missile was slid onto the
rail. Then it was forced out, or un screwed further,
as the mi ile traveled aft. The loading crew did not
letect the loose screw prior to loading, nor did the
crew that downloaded the mi ile detect anything amis .
The causes of this mishap are purely personnel
error. Inspection of the rail prior to loading should
have revealed the loose crew. Proper securing of the
crew with compound probably would have prevented
its comi ng loose. In addition, launcher rail assembly
procedures did not provide proper screw staking intructions.
Corrective action included emphasis on proper
inspection procedures, acqui si·tion of the correct cementing compound, in pection of all launching rai ls, a query
to the AMA on staking in truction .

USE OF COMPRESSED GASES
RULES FOR SAFETY USE:

• ALWAYS READ THE LABELS TO IDENTIFY THE CONTENTS OF COMPRESSED GAS
C1'LINDE RS.
• Return cyli nders with conflicting or illegible name
of contents to stores (or to suppliers).
• Do not use oxygen as a sub titute for comp ressed
air (or for any other gas) .
•
ever force connection that do not fit together
ea ily.
• Never use oi l or grease on oxygen connection .
• Keep safety cap on cylinder that are not in ervice
- especially when the cylinders are being moved.
• Do not lift a cylinder by its safety cap.
• DO NO T MAKE OR USE NON-STANDARD
ADAPTERS TO JOIN CONNECTIO NS WITH
DIFFERENT THREADS.
• Never u e a gas cylinder as a roller or support.
• Do not pressurize low pre sure containers with high
pressure cylinders unle s a pres ure regulator is used.
se only good tubing or flex-ho e; discard kinked lines.
• Protect cylinders from extremes of temperature.

*

From Boeing Minuteman Service News
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W hen it comes to water safety, Capt. C. Z. Chumley fin ds out
it's easy to get . ..

""'

0
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-

Archie D. Caldwell , Directorate of Aerospace Safety

erfect wrist action and the controlled fl exibility of a $70 fly
rod resulted in a graceful loop
of two-pound te t line and the outlay of the "dry fly" neatly on top
of an eight by ten piece of paper.
"See - smooth action of the ... "
"Gimme the rod." T he pudgy
hand s of the ·wo rl d's Greatest
Aviator, Captain Chauncey Z.
Chumley, snatched the fishing gear
from Major Audick. "I think I got
the hang of it now."
A vigorous backswing shot the
line al eye level past the two toward
the corner of the Base Ops building
"See, the old master only needs to
be shown once and can do anything.
Now watch me hit that . . . "

P

A slight tug on the line caused
C. Z. to look to the rear. Chumley'
long suffering Colonel was attempting to extract a simulated mayfly
and number four hook from the
bill of hi service cap. "Well,
Captain, look like you o-ot me right
between a 'cloud and lightning.'
::"11ay I ask what your - no, let me
tell you. You're getting all set for
your vacation because you think I've
approved your leave. Well, I haven't
taken any action on your request
becau e of the inspection that's coming up next ... "
"Here, let me help you get that
hook out, Colonel," Chauncey interrupted . He grabbed the hook and
pulled - ju t enough to rip a piece
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of embroidered li ghtning from the
cap and to open a gash in the old
man's thumb. "See, that did it,"
C. Z. exclaimed.
"It certainly did. Although my
better judgment tells me not to
allow your being at large in our
civilian-populated re ort areas or in
our national re ources, your leave is
hereby granted . And don't think
that I've forgotten that little episode of last week when you borrowed :Mitchell's motor scooter and
ended up in the pool; it's just that
I think for the betterment of the
base, and my own safety, two weeks'
leave should be beneficial to all conce rned."
Chumley leaped with joy. "Thank

..

-

you, sir. A rest is just what I need
to settle down. You'll see."
C. Z. saluted smartly, place 1 hi.
right foot to the rear of the left,
and did a quick about face, neatly
snapping the tip off the borrowed
Ay rod. With a sheepish grin, he
handed the rod back to the major.
"I guess I won't do any fishing this
time. I've got a better idea on outdoor sport!"
The colonel looked at the broken
fly rod and its dismayed owner.
"You're not borrowing some other
piece of equipment that you're un familiar with, are you?"
Chaunce looked back OYer hi s
shoulder as he cia heel gears in
the Jag and yelled, "No, sirree sir,
although Major Johns said I could
borrow his water ski boat if my
leave was approved."
As the Jag took off amidst flying
gravel, the colonel turned to Major
Audick with an expression of fear.
"Say, Al, you don't happen to kno\\"
the phone number of the local Coa t
Guar 1, do you?"
"Okay, clear, just ease her back
into the water. That's it!" Chumley,
attired in flame orange bathing suit,
knee-deep in water, was directing
the launching of the borrowed boat.
Mrs. Chumley at the wheel, faithfully following C. Z's orders to the
letter, fai led to notice that the rear
half of the station wagon was almost
completely submerged. C. Z., acting
like the true master of the sea,
released the retaining clips, and the
boat bobbed merrily free of the
trailer.
After the tow truck had removed
the family car from its watery
grave, Chumley and family assembled on the dock in preparation
of what he described would be a
~~~~~-?,us clay of fun, sun and
The small boat settled lower in
the water with each item C. Z.
tossed_ in. Extra five gallons of gas,
each m a gallon bottle, cameras,
picnic cooler, lunch box, water skis,
portable radio, etc. Chaunce leaped
smartly into the boat and fumbled
the key into the ignition. Mrs. C.
had two of the children in the stern
and was in the process of helping
the oldest when Chaunce slipped the
mooring lines and hit the starter
switch. The Evinrude sta rted instantly. "Yippee, here we go!" he
yelled, and slipped the powerful
motor in gear and jammed the

throttle :forward. The quiet power
took hold and the "vVorld's Greatest
Pilot" spun the wheel. It wa fortunate the stern slammed against the
pier giving C. Z.'s better half a
chance to regain her balance from
a modified (yet undignified) "splits"
position between boat and pier and
to grapple her way into the front
seat.
"Wow, feel that power!"' C. Z.
yelled over the rush of wind, but
no one heard. The children were
clutching each other in terror and
Mrs. C. was busy si nking her fingernails into the fiberglas panelling.
"Look, Mom, PT-109." Chaunce
leaned forward and aimed the bow
at a small fi bing boat anchored in
the mouth of a cove. The lone
fisherman's eyes widened as C. Z.
came charging nearer. At a scant
15 yards, Chaunce spun the wheel
and yelled, "Torpedoes away!" As
C. Z. passed to the rear of the
fishing boat, he failed to notice its
stern anchorline. The bow rode
smoothly over it and gracefully
lifted out of the water. The horizon
tilted suddenly. Chumley put in
full opposite wheel and chopped the
t~rottle, but the boat was already
~1rborne. As the stern came clown,
It spun around with a motion that
resembled the "twist" and all hands
flew out like so much flotsam and
jetsam. There was the sound of
breaking glass and a muffled explo ion as the bottles of gasoline
slammed into each other and the
battery box. The somewhat shaken
fisherman had seen it all and had
quickly slipped his lines and was
at the scene to pick up his wet
passengers. It wasn't until C. Z.,
the last to be picked up, was aboard
that he spoke. "Dern fool. You
just cost me two anchors, 400 feet
of anchor line, and the biggest dang
fish I ever hooked. What in the
ta rnation were you . .. " His comments were cut off by the siren
of the patrol and rescue craft.
The Lieutenant of the Coast
Guard Auxiliary completed the last
line on his report, signed it and
turned to the soggy shape of C. Z.
"Now let me get this straight. You
say you had no previous experience
with boats, but you thought that
because you fly and drive a car that
there wouldn't be anything to it."
"Yes, sir, you see, sir, it's the
fact that the TV commercial how
all the boats wi hing around so

efiortlessly with plumes of water
and spray I thought that ... ·'
"You thought! That's a laugh .
This accident was caused by your
NOT thinking. Let me just !ouch
un some of your more important
mistakes. Only one life preserver
aboard; you should have one for
each person. It's a good thing the
fisherman was close by and that we
had you spotted as you took off from
the pier. We were going to stop
you for excessive speed. Which
brings up another point. You were
in an area clearly marked for fishing
craft, with a 10 knot limit."
C. Z. huffled his feet and started
to speak but didn't. The Lieutenant
continued. "Who in his right mind
would carry gasoline in glass bottles,
and next to the battery box to boot.
\Ve managed to take what's left of
the hull in tow and have notified
the owner. Even if you had placed
a fire extinguisher aboard, it's doubtful you could have controlled a fire
of that magnitude. We're sorry that
most of your gear went down, but
none of it seemed to float and none
of it was tied down. I wish I could
make you ee the unfortunate ones
we fish out of the water after pulling stupid stunts like yours. It just
might make you understand that
boating and water safety rules are
f_or the single purpose of protecting
ltves and property. Almost all coastline and inland water area have
rules and regulations. Find out what
they are and adhere to them, and
you'll stay out of the hospital and
trouble."
Chumley looked at his damp
family wrapped in blankets and a
cold chill came over him when he
thought of how close he had come
to losing every thing. "J promise
that from now on I'll find out how
things work before trying them, sir.
You'll see, from now on I'll put
sa fety first on the water as well
as on land and in the air. No more
danger for old clad here. As of
now I am going to stay out of
trouble. Yes, sir, from now on . . ."
The Lieutenant interrupted C. Z.
"I wouldn't bank on that, Captain
Chumley."
"Why - what's the matter?"
"Well, if I'm not mistaken, J
believe that red-faced, angry-looking individual coming over here is
· the owner of the boat you borrowed.
Looks like you're sunk again."

*
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LIGHTNING
STRIKES A
GLOBEMASTER
Lt Col Garn H. Harward, Directorate of .Aerospace Safety

ually lightning strikes cause minor damage to an
aircraft but the experience of a C-124 crew during
February 1963 could have resulted in a major
cata trophe had it not been for the skill of the flight
crew. The aircraft was cruising at 10,000 feet in light
to moderate turbulence with no lightning ob erved.
Areas of severe weather were circumnavigated either
visually or through the use of the APS 42 radar. Yes,
the crew had been briefed on the severe weather advisory.
While skirting through and around towering cumulus buildups, St. Elmo's Fire was ob erved. uddenly the cockpit was filled with a blinding flash followed
by a loud explosion. The flash of light was so inten e
that the flight engineer was temporarily blinded. The
lightning passed through the aircraft, smashing overhead cockpit windows, burning out numerous lights
and radio components, and interrupting power in three
of the four engines. All engine instruments were
erratic, with number 1 engine overspeeding and power
interrupted on number 2 and number 3 engines. Also,
an out of trim flight condition existed.
Immed iately after the strike, the aircraft entered
an a rea of intense precipitation. The pilot's overhead
sliding sun shade partially deflected heavy rain and wind blast from striking the pilot.
MAY DAY was a "must" at this point. Under
current flight conditions, a rapid evaluation of the
emergency situation was difficult. T he pilot call ed for
more power but the throttles were already full forward.
Immediately, a rap id check of all systems - fuel and
electri cal - wa made. After finding the magnetos
dead on the analyzer, it was noted that the magneto

U

pm had popped on numbers 1, 2 and 3 engines. By
thi time, 3500 feet had been lost. Number 1 pin was
pushed in and the engine rpm increased to 3500. It
was impossible for the engineer to retard the number 1
throttle as all fo ur throttles were being held in the
forward position by the pilots. The other pins were
pushed in with an accompanying surge in RPM, but
after a few seconds all engines appeared to be operating
properly. The flight crew still was not sure of its flight
statu , therefore preparations were also made to jettison
cargo.
The aircraft made a 180-degree turn to proceed to
the nearest ava ilable landing area. Some moderate
turbulence was encountered. The a irspeed was reduced
to 160 knots and flight continued to the new destination
without further incident except for some communi cations difficulty.
The cause of the complete power loss on engi nes 1,
2 and 3, and partial power loss on number 4 was due
to 10 of 16 magneto test pins being automati cally
actuated to the "OFF" position. I t is believed that
a massive electrical charge, picked up by the "P" leads
and a rci ng to ground inside the sw itch case, generated
the heat necessary to build up sufficient air pressure
to actuate the test pins to th e "OFF" position.
As a result of this incident, extensive te ts were made
by the parent organization to determine the amount
of pressure required to actuate the magneto pins and
the AMA has reque ted that switches be forwarded
for evaluation. Although a duplication of this incident
is remote, the above information may be of value to
other crew personnel, should a simi lar conditi on be
encountered.

*

Photos show damage to wing
structure as res ult of lightning
discharge. Cockpit overhead
window was also smashed.
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. . . FOUR TIMES
Maj Wilson V. Palmore, Hq Air Weather Service, Scott AFB, Ill.

E F 0 R E COMMITTING
your machine to land, you
should consider many factors,
depending upon your mission and
the weather. Among the latter are
ceiling, visibility, turbulence, precipitation, navigational aids, and runway conditions. And if you continually evaluate surface wind forecasts and observations, you will be
prepared to cope with a critical factor in landing.
Surface wind is used to compute
approach and touchdown speeds, allowable crosswind component and
landing roll. When should these
computations be made? During preflight planning, inflight, arrival and
letdown or on final approach? The
correct answer is all.
Preflight. During the briefing the
forecaster will give you forecast
surface winds to include direction
(true), speed and any gusts for the
period/ETA. ± one hour. Using
the forecast you should determine
approach speeds and landing roll.
In the event of strong winds you
should decide if the conditions are
within allowable speed and crosswind component for your aircraft.
If the wind and runway conditions
are no problem, you may not have to
compute any further; but, keep an
eye open for possible changes. If
you have a critical situation or a
rapidly changing one, the next steps
must be taken .
lnflight. Keep in mind your original computations ba eel upon the
foreca t conditions. En route, check
over PPSV to update your landing

B

forecast. (Be sure to give ETA [Z]
when requesting a forecast.) Evaluate the forecast and make any
necessary changes to your landing
intentions.
Arrival and Letdown. When you
first contact approach control or
tower, the controller will give you
the latest weather observation as
received from the weather types.
However, the surface wind portion
of the observation will be supplied
by the controller. The wind direction will be magnetic not true as
furnished by forecasters or
observers.
To digress, at USAF bases the
winds reported from either tower or
weather personnel are taken from
the same wind-sensing equipment,
usually located near the primary
instrument runway. In some cases
there will be dual wind equipment
if there are two prime instrumentapproach runways. In the weather
station the wind indications, speed
and direction, are displayed continuously on a graph recorder. From
reviewing the recorder, weather personnel are able to give a good review of what the wind has been
doing. The wind reported on the
weather observation will be the average speed and direction during a
one-minute period. If gusts are occUI-ring, the tronaest gust recorded
during the preceding 15 minutes
will be reported. Tower or approach
controllet·s view the wind indications from an indicator. Controller
report the winds as seen on the indicator. They report any direction

fluctuation or gusts which they have
seen. Lesson over. Back to the problem at hand.
Again evaluate the information
which you have received.
Final app1·oach. Prior to reaching
final, tower or GCA controllers will
aive another wind report (direction,
magnetic). At this point there certainly is no time to go through
elaborate landing computations.
However, if you have made prior
calculations, last minute adjustments
can be made or you can go around
if the wind pattern has become critical. Some bases have wind socks
near the end of runways. You can
consider them as another aid for
evaluating wind direction.
A review of the facts:
• Forecasters provide surface
wind forecast, direction true.
• Weather observations include
surface wind reports - direction
true, speed and direction averaged
over a one-minute period, highest
gusts reported prior 15 minutes.
• At USAF bases weather and
tower winds are observed from the
same sensing location.
• Controllers report surface
wind direction (magnetic) and
speed as viewed from an indicator.
• Surface winds are ever-changing, especially near fronts, around
showers, and thunderstorms, and
during hot afternoons.
• Do not rely on one specific
report to commit your machine,
especially during rapidly changing
ituations; continually evaluate all
the information.

*
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BLOWN TIRES, BRAKES AND BARRIERS
During takeoff, just prior to nosewheel liftoff, the
right main wheel tire failed. The F-101 pilot immediately executed abo rt procedures. The tire disintegrated,
leaving the aircraft with a bare main landing wheel.
The bare wheel seve red the BAK-6 arre ting cable.
However, the tail hook successf ully engaged the MA-l
barrier cable which stopped the aircraft on the overrun.
:.1inor damage was sustained when the nose landing
gear collapsed because of soft ground.
The primary cause was tire failure from an undetermined rea on. Contributing cause was cutting
of the BAK-6 barrier cable by the skidding right wheel.
Several months prior to this accident, an F -106 with
blown tire was destroyed when the wheel severed the
arresting cable, preventing a successful engagement.
Don't forget: release the brake prior to barrier
engagement. This procedure for barrier engagement is
outlined in Section Ill of the F-101 Flight Manual.
Barrier tests at Edwards AFB indicated that the chances
of a rolling wheel cutting the arresting cable are
far less than a non-rotating wheel skidding over the
cable. This is further ubstantiatecl by 15 barrier
engagements with blown tires. In only two cases were
the cables severed; in both cases the wheels were locked.
A D will attempt to improve barrier performance
in this a rea by conducting a study of cable cutting by
aircraft with blown tires. Results of this study will
be made ava ilable to all using commands. In the meantime, Get Off The Brake Prior To Barrier Engagement !

pre ented itself during the AAER check but didn't.
Some of us still like the pilot/ copilot push-pull system of insuring positive engagement of the elevators.
SAC Operating Procedure 63-2 1, 20 May 1963, reinstates an old procedure used to in ure positive engagement of control columns before takeoff.
lt Col David J. Schmidt, Bomber Section, Directorate of Aerospace Safety

-

Maj James 0 . Modisette, Directorate of Aerospace Safety

$ $
DISENGAGED CONTROL COLUMN
Recently, a B-52 crew came peri lously clo e to a
major accident during takeoff when the pilot applied
nose down force on the control wheel after gear retraction, but the control wheel disengaged and the big
bird continued to climb. T he copi lot was instructed to·
take control of the aircraft until the flaps coul d be
retracted and a safe altitude reached. The pilot's control wheel was then stowed and re-engaged followed
by a po itive push-pull check by both pilots to insu re
the elevator function of the control column wa positively engaged.
In reviewing the conditions that led to the incident,
the flight crew stated that the preflight was normal
and no one else had entered the cockpit during the
few minutes they had been out of it, and neither pilot
had disconnected the control column after the AAER
control check.
The aircraft had been modified under TO lB-521478 in which counter-balances had been installed on
the lower portion of the control column. With this
modification the control wheel does not slam forward
into the in trument panel recess when the disconnect
lever is rotated. The wheel must be moved forward
ince the counter-balances under the floor will tend
to keep the wheel in a near neutral position.
Thi problem of pa rtial engagement hould have
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Sh aded a rea on ma p, which inclu des portion s of areas cove red by
seve ral ai r route traffic control cente rs, wa s placed unde r area posi·
live con trol as of 22 August a nd wi ll be know n as the l os Angeles
Positive Contro l Area .

OPTICAL MASERS (LASERS) AND VISUAL IMPAIRMENT
Inexpensive optical maser have recently become
readily available to experimenters and 1·esearchers. In
fact, laser crystals are even advertised in newsstand
electronic magazines with the caption " ow ... Make
Your Own La er." The widespread interest in this
new field demands that more publicity be given to these
extremely hazardous devices. Air Force Medical Service personnel should caution hobbyi sts and empha ize
instruction, inspection, and continued surveillance
where these devices are in use in re earch and operational facilities.
Within the band width of light emitted from the

....

...

..

...

commonly used ruby crystal maser, the sun's energy i
about 1/ 20 watt per square centimeter, as compared to
much grellter level (kilowatts per square centimeter)
fo r ruby masers. The narrow beam of extremely intense light is capable of producing severe burns as
well as permanent visual disabil ity. A lthough the collimated, coherent beam is precisely directional, its intensity is so great that reflections or off-axis viewing
can also produce severe eye damage.
The precautions listed below are of paramount importance.
• The laser must be shielded or enclosed to preclude any possibility of incident direct or reflected light
striking the eye.
• Laser operations shoul d be performed in welllighted rooms, protected from entrance by uninf ormed
or unauth ori zed personnel, or, if out of doors, in such
a manner that the ligh t beam cannot be directly observed at any time.
• Persistent after images of an intense light
source should be reported to a physician at once.
Reprinted from USAF Medical Service Digest, June 1963

GDL CHECK FROM TOWERI read an arti cle in a newspaper some years ago
which I thought put a good Samaritan on the legal
rack. Seems this fellow was witness to an accident that
caused severe injury to a party. In keeping with civil
and moral law, the Samaritan stopped and lent all
possible aiel. The injured party improved and subsequently sued the Samaritan, charging aid rendered did
not help but caused add itional injury .
This article was catalogued and given an infinitesimal niche in the remotest recesses of my repository.
Today my memory tape was turned on by a bundle of
correspondence about control tower operator responsibility. Seems Air Traffic Service, because of peculiar geographical conditions, made dispensation to tower personnel at an airfield located on an atoll. An
agreement let the tower operators give land ing aircraft
the verbal gear-down-and-locked check. Now A TS says
this deviates from authori zed phraseology and places
a part of the pilot's responsibility with traffic control
operators.
What A TS says is true, but unfortunately because
some hard headed cretins try to make it so. The good
Samaritan in the tower renders a very busy pilot a
most comforting aid, and, too frequently, a quite timely
one. But after a habit is established, and fo r some
reason once omitted, and an airplane land s on its belly,
there ensues a hue and cry: " TO THE CROSS ."
Responsibility assessed to its rightful owner isn't
too difficult in most cases. Why can' t we pull together
without accusation when something goes awry? All
you tower people: I'd appreciate a gear down reminder and I'll never blame you to any degree if I ever land
with my wheels up . I'll sign an agreement saying this.
Lt Col K. I. Bass
Directorate

of

Aerospace

Safety

T-33 CANOPYRecently an F -104 pilot ejected, fo ll owing a flameout on the landing approach. T he ejection was initiated
at 600 feet a;bove the ground with the aircraft in a descending attitude. The low level escape system functioned normally and the ejection was successful.
The aircraft exploded on ground impact and debris
struck a T -33 parked for run up on the taxiway. When
it became apparent to th e occupants of the T- Bird that
their aircraft was in the path of the F-104 wreckage,
the pilot unlocked the canopy and started to raise it
electrically. The canopy had opened approximately
three inches when the T -33 nose section was struck
by the engin e of the F- 104, tearing off the nose and
battery compartment. Other debris struck the vertical
stabilizer, the tailpipe and ruptured both tiptanks. The
entire a rea was immediately engulfed in flames.
After loss of electrical power, the pilot in the front
cockpit attempted un successfully to open the canopy
manually. When this failed he un strapped, stood up
in the seat and tried to push the canopy off with h is
back, but the canopy would not budge. He then bent
his knees down to a squat and straightened them out
quickly, hitting the canopy with the lower portion of
his back. The canopy was shattered by thi s action and
the pilot exited through the hole. T he pilot in the rear
cockpit decided to use the canopy knif e to make a
hole in the rear portion of the canopy. He experienced
considerable difficulty in removing the knife from its
mounting, but after approximately one min ute he was
able to remove the knife and with one upward blow,
broke a hole in the canopy, through which he exited
the aircraft. The immediate arrival of fire fighting
vehicles on the scene was a factor in the successful
egress of the crewmakers, otherwi se the delays encountered in exiting the aircraft coul d have resulted in
severe or fatal burns.
This accident illustrates several
interesting points:
Firs t the effecti\·eness of improved low level escape capability
in the F-104 was again demonstrated.
Second, thi s is the first reported escape effected by use of
th e canopy breaking kni fe.
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Third, an d most important, is
that the occupants of the T -33 lost
valuable time in leaving · the aircraft because of unfam iliarity with
emergency procedures. Neither
pilot was aware of the possibili ty
of ejecting the canopy when it is
parti ally open. Page 22, Section
Til, T.O. IT-33-1 , clearly states
that the canopy can be jettisoned
from any position from closed and
locked to fully open by pulling the
T-handle or raising th e right annrest in either cockpit.

*
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THE
CORRIDOR

...

Cap t Rob ert W. MacDonald,
USAF Interc eptor Weapons School, Tyndall AFB, Fla.

' ' T here I was- thirty thousand
feet, on my back, in the
soup, airspeed zero ... "
You often hear a fighter pilot
jokingly preface a tale with that
statement. There is, however a
situation that could very easi ly iead
to such a predicament- or worse.
The situation is a max power
climb on instruments that get out of
hand.
The problem is a very real one,
particularly to Air Defense Command crews flying the F -101 and
the F-106. A sleepy-eyed pilot who
is scrambled in the middle of a
clark night, weather from 100 feet
to 40,000 feet, with instructions to
make a "gate climb," really has
his work cut out for him. For the
next two or three minutes he is
going to be in an unusual position
and it's up to him to see that it
doesn't become an uncontrollable
po ition.
To understand what he is up
against, let's analyze the conditions
of a max power climb in the F-101
and F-106.
A max power climb will result in
a pretty healthy climb angle becoming even steeper in colder weather.
The airspeed schedule and resultina
climb angles are the optimum fo~
reaching combat altitude in the
minimum time.
On a SO oF clay, the F-106 will
have a climb angle of 28 degrees

at 10,000 feet. The F-101 would
be close to that figure.
During the initial phase of the
climb a gradual reduction in pitch
angle is necessary to maintain the
desired indicated airspeed. Transition to the second phase of the
climb begins when the desired
climb mach is reached. At this
point, a definite increase in pitch
angle is called for.
What about airspeed? In order
to correct an airspeed error, a pitch
change is necessary. The problem
comes in determining how much of
a pitch change. When airspeed is
too high, the tendency is to make a
large pitch correction for a large
airspeed error. This often results
in an excessive pitch angle accompanied by a rapidly decreasing airspeed necessitating a pitch down
correction. Now the tendency is
to use too little pitch change since
the result is an uncomfortable nerrative G condition. This reluctan~e
to push forward on the stick when
necessary causes our airspeed problem to become critical. In a max
thrust climb, the only way to correct a low airspeed condition is by
lowering the nose. The sooner this
condition is detected, the easier it
is to make the correction.
Getting back to our pilot and
the problem he faces , it is safe to
say that if this is his first gate
climb on instruments, he is really
going to have his hands full. In
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addition to the steep pitch angles
and airspeed problems, which will
probably occupy 100 per cent of
his attention, he will also be required to attend to such items as
check-in and identification procedures, occasional turns and, of
course, spatial disorientation. On
the other hand, if he has practiced
the gate climb previously in VFR
conditions, he should have a pretty good idea of what to expect. He
will know, for example, that rapid
cross check of his instruments is
a must. He will know that his attitude gyro is his primary pitch instrument and that any airspeed
c?ange. must be initiated with precise pitch change on the attitude
gyro. He will be aware of the fact
that .a low airspeed condition might
require a pretty healthy push forward on .the stick to keep things
from gettmg out of hand. He will
be prepared to make a smooth
change in pitch when he reaches
his climb mach . He will anticipate
level off altitude and will make a
smooth transition to level flight.
.Commanders can help to minimize the problems associated with
a. gate climb by insuring that each
p1.lot ~egularly practices this type
cbrnb m VFR weather-preferably
under the hood.
Once the pilot knows what to expect throughout the phases of the
max performance climb his task
becomes rriore routine th~n hazardous.

*
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WELL DONE

Capt. Paul G. Krey
452 Troop Carrier Wing, March AFB, Calif.

Captain Paul G. Krey, Instructor Pilot, was on a transition mission in a C·119 with Capta m
Robert G. Becker, Major Morris M. Jaffey, a fli g ht engineer and two aerial photographers aboard .
Captain Becker had completed his transition mission, and a Phase II low level, simulated heavy
equipment training mission was being conducted with Major Jaffey in the left seat and Captain
Krey in the copilot's seat.
While approaching Holtville, Calif. , at approximately 1000 feet , and slowing to 130 knots,
Major Jaffey noted that the left propeller was becoming erratic . After an unsuccessful attempt
to feather the prop, he advanced the control to high pitch and slammed it back to feather still no success. He tried to get some thrust from the left engine by controlling the amount
of throttle applied, but the RPM began rising rapidly and throttle was again retarded.
During the time required to accomplish Dash · 0 n e emergency procedures, the aircraft
altitude had dropped to 500 feet and the airspeed to 110 knots. Captain Krey decided to land the
C-119 in the first available emergency field.
Desert temperature at the time was 112 ° F,
further aggravating the performance problem.
On the approach for the emergency landing,
Captain Krey saw the red knobs of high tension li nes running parallel to the main highway
and perpendicular to his approach course. By quickly lowering flaps to takeoff position he was
able to " jump" these wires.
Furthermore, he was able to clear the normal power line at the
field boundarY with the nose gear and one main gear; the tire on the right main gear,
however, made contact with the power line.
An excellent emergency landing was made in a 2400-foot alfalfa field without damage to
the aircraft or injurY to the crew or passengers.
Investigation revealed that the left propeller system had lost four quarts of fluid . The
quantity of oil found in the blade socket indicated failure of seals on the Nr 4 blade torque
cylinder.
Three days later Captain Krey and another pilot made a maximum performance takeoff and
returned the aircraft to base ready for its next mission .
Captain Krey 's extensive knowledge of the C-119 and its fli ght characteristics , enabled him
to avert possible loss of equipment, lives, and major property damage_ His decisive actions
demonstrated professionalism and superior judgment. WELL DONE, Captain Paul G. Krey!
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